
June 5, 2020

 

To our community: 

 

With you, we say their names. Today it is George Floyd. Breonna Taylor. Tony McDade. Manuel Ellis. There

are too many more for whom justice has never been served, including Maine’s own Chance David Baker

and David Okot. For years, we have worked with countless Black youth who are disproportionately

arrested in Maine schools and Maine communities. From these young people we have learned of the use

of force, coercion and racism that happens to children at all levels of Maine’s school and criminal justice

systems. Recourse is essentially nonexistent. 

 

If there is one thing that is abundantly clear today it is this: a future of Black liberation is a future free of

policing and prisons. Let us deepen our learning and re-commit to a lifetime of anti-racist action not only

through our own personal practice, but more specifically through actions that shrink the police force and

reinvest into communities- especially Black, Brown and Indigenous communities that have been

systematically stripped of resources for centuries. This is long term work, but we can follow the lead of

Minneapolis and start now with a practical, achievable solution: we are going to do everything we can to

get police out of Maine schools. 

 

On Wednesday, the Maine Association of Police (MAP) released a statement accusing protestors of

“racism” against the police. This is an example of what we have been seeing all along. Not only do we

hear story after story of racism alive and well in Maine police departments (quantitative data is lacking),

but this statement by police reflects a lack of even a basic understanding of the definition of racism.  A

common public response to issues with policing is to proclaim that “more training is needed,” but when

we limit our imaginations to training initiatives and other incremental reformist strategies that cost

precious time and money, we preserve the roots of racism and white supremacy in our systems. We must

go deeper. 

 

The Restorative Justice Institute of Maine stands in solidarity with Maine’s Black community. Black Lives

Matter and we are committed to working to dismantle the systems that deny that fact. We are committed

to the transformation of communities and systems around us, and to our own growth and responsibility as

people and as an organization. We are currently deeply examining our own blind spots to white

supremacy and racism, because we have caused harm. We invite other white-led organizations and

businesses to join us in taking a look in the mirror. We are grateful to those who have expended labor

and energy to call us out and shake us out of our complicity. 

 

This work does not end, and we will do more. 

 

In love and solidarity,

The staff and board at the Restorative Justice Institute of Maine

Share your wealth with 

Black Maine Activists.

We suggest 

donating here
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